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The Story of Type:From Lascaux to Laser Printing

The brief was to create a series of posters for a typography exhibition at the Design 
Museum in London. 
 
The title of the exhibition was 'The Story of Type: From Lascaux to Laser Printing.'







Fifties Travel Poster

Brief: Based on your research of fifties design culture, lifestyle and available technologies, 
produce a travel poster and documents wallet for the luxury travel destination of your 
choice. Your customer is Cox & Kings, a top end London travel agent of the time.













This project came in handy later on for this!





Printing Unit: Maya 3D Design Software

Brief: Create a brand identity, t-shirt and launch poster design for a 3D software product 
called MAYA. 
 
Ultimately you will screenprint your design on to a t-shirt.

















Patchwork Project

Brief: Create a poster campaign, website and exhibition stand for Glasgow City Council's 
Allotments Initiative to encourage the uptake of allotments in the city.
 









This project also inspired this...





Chalk Hill Wine Labels

Brief: Create a brand identity and labels for the Chalk Hill Winery based in Dorset 
producing organic wines to be sold in high end outlets such as Waitrose.
 
Their two product are names 'Wildly Wicked White' and 'Really Ravishing Red'











Isla Clothing: London

This was not college related but was a job for a friend.
 
Design a brand identity and website holding page for London fashion label 'Isla Clothing'. 
Solution should be cutting edge and fashionable and utilise tattoo imagery including the 
brand's signature swallow design.







Design Culture Now:

Create three posters for a design lecture series named Design Culture Now. The three 
topics are Architecture, Graphic Design and Product Design.
 
The client has stipulated that all text must be Helvetica and must be hand rendered using 
whatever technique you choose.
 
I chose to hand render mine in Hartley's Raspberry Jelly.













TypeCoach

Create a brand identity, paperwork, brochure and bus livery for a high profile 
typography lecture tour of the UK and Ireland. The branding should appeal to typography 
students and lecturers alike. You may change the name from TypeCoach if you wish.
 
I changed mine to 'Funky Bezier's Typographical Roadshow'.
 
Derived from the following panagram containing references to typography. A panagram is 
a phrase which uses all the letters of the alphabet at least once.
 

Mix Zapf with Veljovic and get funky Beziers



Rejected Design





brochure



3 x brochure spreads





Graded Unit: Monitor

Create brand identity plus three posters in two colours, one piece of direct mail and one 
guerilla marketing concept for Monitor; a scottish charity seeking to serve human rights by 
means of video advocacy.
 
I imagined the 3 posters to be promoting one each of a series of films telling the stories of 
refugees in Scotland in a bid to educate and inform Scots about the reasons why some of 
our new neighbours may have fled their home countries. It is hoped that this may provoke 
a more sympathetic than resentful attitude to asylum and refugees.
 
The direct mail item is a pack containing episode 1 on dvd and the guerilla campaign was a 
series of beer mats to be ditributed by a major brewery designed to elicit pub conversations 
on the subject.



research montage















Modernism

Brief: Create two exhibition boards, each one summarising a movement of modernism.
 
Then design a website dedicated to the history of design and provide pages for the 
movements and artists or designers of your choice.










